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HEALTH | The Gillard program: reform without change? 
Markets and demand are transforming the health system but the 
policy debate isn't catching up, writes James Gillespie 
 
PROFILE | The man who would be premier 
Barry O'Farrell reached the NSW Liberal leadership by an 
unconventional route, writes Brett Evans 
  

LETTER FROM LONDON | Life in the UK: the exam 
In London, Ian Henderson finds that Britain's migration test reveals more about its 
authors than they would ever have anticipated 

  
BOOKS | Lucking into the zeitgeist 
Iain Topliss reviews the memoir of Jules Feiffer, the cartoonist who made anxiety funny 
 
FROM THE ARCHIVE | "It's much more fun in general practice. I can play in any 
field; I don't regret it one bit." 
Talk about health policy reform often loses sight of the people in the system and their 
stories. Melissa Sweet watches two GPs in action in the south-west Sydney suburb of 
Condell Park 
  
Other recent articles in Inside Story 

  
CLIMATE | A new momentum 
The findings of the Garnaut update increase the pressure for Australia to adopt a carbon 
price, writes Frank Jotzo 
  
LETTER FROM CAIRO | Egypt's next phase: a competition for influence and 
support 
The "eternal brown land" is preparing for a further deluge of political energy in response to 
decades of growing pressure, writes Tarek Osman in Cairo 
 
LETTER FROM ACCRA | As Côte d'Ivoire burns, Ghana dances 
Ghana has its fair share of developmental headaches, but a heavy handed government isn't 
one of them, writes Aleks Vickovich in Accra 

  
FROM THE ARCHIVE | India's toughest contest 
Hope and perseverance drive the enormous number of young Indians with ambitions to 
work in government, reports Kate Sullivan  
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